Manaus Resilient project will drive investments to reduce disaster risks and integrate a local community to major transport systems. It will also improve the city’s resilience by coordinating actions towards the navigability of Mindu River, project management and re-qualification of land through public-private investments.

Identified Investment(s): USD 200 million

- Infrastructure and building investments (Integrated Infrastructures and Buildings – Social Housing and Public Facilities): USD 156,277,500
- Studies, Planning and Designs (TA, Training, IT Equipment and Planning): USD 35,300,000
- Program Management and Administration (Construction Supervision, Management Support, External Audits, Monitoring and Communication): USD 8,420,500

How Will These Investments be Financed?

- IBRD: USD 160 million
- Municipality Co-Financing: USD 40 million
- Private Sector: TBD